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Shapiro steps observed in a dc superconducting quantum interference
device with multiple junctions in each arm

L. Chen, P. Chen, and C. K. Onga)

Centre for Superconducting and Magnetic Materials and Department of Physics, National University of
Singapore, 10 Kent Ridge Crescent, Singapore 119260, Singapore

~Received 17 April 2001; accepted for publication 29 November 2001!

A high-Tc dc superconducting quantum interference device~SQUID! with three Josephson junctions
~JJs! in series in each of its arms has been fabricated. Its Shapiro steps were studied using
microwave~rf! radiation of 10 GHz and weak magnetic fields. The appearance of giant Shapiro
steps and of some of half-integer steps was observed. Separation between the adjacent Shapiro steps
could be tuned by rf magnetic fields and small external dc magnetic fields. This phenomenon was
analyzed by phase locking the JJs in the SQUID. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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A Shapiro step is a step-like structure that displays
I –V characteristics of a Josephson junction~JJ! in rf radia-
tion with frequencyvs . It appears at voltage ofnhvs/4pe,
where n51,2, . . . ,n. However, for JJ arrays, a space~or
separation! between adjacent Shapiro steps can be equal
half-integer Shapiro space, other fractional numbers of n
mal Shapiro space, known as fractional giant Shapiro st
or equal to a multiple of the normal Shapiro step spa
known as giant Shapiro steps.1–6 It is of great interest to
study the Shapiro step in a dc superconducting quantum
terference device~SQUID!, which is a nonlinear current os
cillator whose frequency is controlled by the voltage th
appears across its terminals. In work done by Vannestaet al.
they observed both normal separation and half-integer s
ration of Shapiro steps in a low-Tc dc SQUID.7

In order to study the behavior of Shapiro steps, we p
pose a high-Tc dc SQUID, in which the usual single junctio
in each arm is replaced by three junctions in series in
present letter, and study its behavior in rf radiation and
ternal magnetic fields. Multiple JJs in a dc SQUID decre
the failure rates of the SQUID, enhance the signal to no
ratio, and increase the internal impedance of the SQUID
match the external impedance and raise the output power
also suggest that the separation between adjacent Sh
steps of the SQUID is tunable by small external dc magn
fields as well as by rf magnetic fields. A SQUID, a ve
sensitive magnetic sensor, has been employed in our ex
ment exclusively.

The dc SQUID was fabricated on YBa2Cu3O72d

~YBCO! thin film grown on a 24° bicrystal SrTiO3 substrate
by pulsed laser deposition~PLD!,8 plotted in Fig. 1. In Fig.
1, shown by an arrow is the magnified center portion of
SQUID. Black denotes YBCO thin film and white shows t
places where the films are etched away. The supercondu
transition temperatureTc0 of the film is higher than 90 K
and its critical current densityJc is larger than
1.63106 A/cm2. A conventional photolithographic tech
nique was used to pattern the SQUID. After etching,
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width of each JJ was 9mm, while the area of the SQUID
loop was about 13104 mm2. The area of its square washe
was 838 mm2. The magnetic field period of the SQUID wa
around 231023 G. The period became 8.431025 G when
flux focus was considered.9

The rf power dependence of the Shapiro steps on
I –V curve of the SQUID is presented in Figs. 2~a!–2~d! in
order of increasing microwave power. Consequently, the
magnetic field that entered the SQUID varied. All the me
surements were carried out at 77 K in three layers o
m-metal shielding environment. A 500 MHz oscilloscop
was used to collect the data from the electronic circuit of
SQUID directly. The rf power with frequency of 10 GHz wa
capacitively introduced into the Dewar used by a coax
cable. The distance between the SQUID and the end of
coaxial line was about 10 cm. The separation between
adjacent Shapiro steps of a single JJ was calculated to
20.7 mV in rf radiation of 10 GHz. In Fig. 2~a!, both of the
first Shapiro steps in the positive and negative curr
sweeps were observed when current with a triangular w

il:

FIG. 1. Picture of the dc SQUID with three JJs in series in each arm. Ar
points to magnification of the SQUID loop~white!. A black line indicates
the position of the bicrystal boundary. The six junctions form when
strips of YBCO film cross the bicrystal boundary.
5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Rf power dependence of the Shapiro steps on theI –V curve of the
dc SQUID.~a!–~e! The rf power was reduced to 15, 10, 5.5, 0, and arou
0 dB, respectively.~a! Shapiro steps with normal separation of 20.7mV,
indicated by an arrow.~b! First and second Shapiro steps with normal sep
ration.~c! Giant Shapiro step of 41.4mV. ~d! Giant Shapiro step of 41.4mV
in the negative sweep and of 62.1mV in the positive sweep.~e! Half-integer
giant Shapiro steps.
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form was swept from a negative peak to a positive peak
the rf power was attenuated at 15 dB. This corresponde
locking of one JJ in each branch of the SQUID. The norm
integer Shapiro steps observed were consistent with the
sults in a low-Tc SQUID7 and in high-Tc SQUID.1–6

In Fig. 2~b!, the rf power was attenuated to 10 dB. Wh
the critical current was decreased to 0.35 mA, first and s
ond Shapiro steps were observed. This is consistent with
in Fig. 2~a!, where one JJ in each branch of the SQUID w
locked. In Fig. 2~c!, where the rf power was attenuated to 5
dB, a giant Shapiro step with separation twice that of
Downloaded 23 Nov 2002 to 137.132.3.12. Redistribution subject to AI
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normal space was observed in the negative current sw
This corresponded to locking of two JJs in each branch of
SQUID during the negative current sweep. However, no s
was observed during the positive current sweep. This w
probably due to the self-field effect of the junctions.

In Fig. 2~d!, as the rf power was attenuated to 0 dB, t
giant Shapiro steps with separation twice that of the norm
separation barely appeared in the negative sweep and
giant Shapiro steps with separation three times that of
normal separation were clearly observed in the positive c
rent sweep. Therefore, three JJs were locked in the pos
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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current sweep and two JJs were locked in the negative
rent sweep.

When the rf power shown in Fig. 2~d! was adjusted
slightly to the center of the magnetic field period, theI –V
curve observed is shown in Fig. 2~e!. The half-integer giant
Shapiro steps at 31.03mV for the three locked JJs appeare
in both the negative and positive current sweeps.

We also performed experiments by applying small ext
nal dc magnetic fields normal to the substrate when th
power was attenuated to 0 dB. The results are presente
Fig. 3 for two different magnetic fields. Curve~A! was the
result of a larger applied magnetic field. Giant Shapiro st
corresponding to two locked JJs were observed in the n
tive sweep as well as in the positive sweep. In curve~B!,
when the magnetic field was decreased, two normal Sha
steps were observed in the negative current sweep and
giant Shapiro step corresponding to three locked JJs was
served in the positive sweep. The number of locked JJs in
SQUID estimated was further supported by calculation of
internal resistance.

In order to understand the appearance of giant Sha
steps, we use the Bessel function solution for a JJ give
standard textbooks.10 Current through a JJ is given by

I j~ t !5I c (
n52`

`

~21!nJnS 2eVs

\vs
D sin@~v j2nvs!1f0#.

~1!

FIG. 3. Shapiro steps on theI –V curve of the three JJ SQUID under tw
different external magnetic fields. In curve~A!, a giant Shapiro step wa
observed, denoted by an arrow. In curve~B! two normal steps were observe
in the negative sweep and one giant Shapiro step was observed in the
tive sweep.
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Spikes in the dc current occur at the Josephson oscilla
frequency (v j ) and satisfy

v j2nvs50, ~2!

wherevs is the frequency of the rf source applied. We a
sume v j5v j 11v j 21v j 3 to reflect the fact that we hav
three JJs connected in series. When one JJ is lockedv j

5v j 15vs . No voltage step appears in the second and
third JJ, i.e.,v j 25v j 350. Therefore, only Shapiro steps o
20.7 mV are observed@see Fig. 2~a!#. When two JJs are
locked,v j5v j 15v j 2 andv j 350. We get 2v j 15nvs . Gi-
ant Shapiro steps corresponding to 41.4mV occur at voltage
twice that of the normal Shapiro step@see Fig. 2~c!#. When
three JJs are locked,v j 15v j 25v j 3 . Giant Shapiro steps o
62.1 mV are observed@Fig. 2~d!#. In Fig. 2~e!, the appear-
ance of half-integer Shapiro steps of three JJ phase lockin
the result of a flip flop between two fluxoid states of t
SQUID synchronized to the microwave field, which al
agrees with the results of Ref. 7.

In conclusion, we proposed a high-Tc dc SQUID con-
sisting of three JJs connected in series in each of its arm
study the effect of rf and dc magnetic fields on the Shap
steps. Shapiro steps of the SQUID can be tuned by mic
wave fields and very small dc magnetic fields. The appe
ance of giant Shapiro steps and some half-integer ones
observed under 10 GHz rf radiation. Their origins were e
plained in terms of phase locking of the JJs connected
series in the SQUID.
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